Broadway Handwritten Comments from Open House:
Public Input Wall
Whats most important for the future of Broadway Blvd?
- Historic assets, multi-use walkability/ life
- Keep bicycle and pedestrian friendly-options to encourage character and promote local
opportunities (not just chain franchise)
- To be “modern” enough to accommodate future needs
- Use funds effectively
- Preservation of small local businesses and historic uniqueness of area should be
paramount
- To not consume the surrounding neighborhoods
- Celebrate its mid-century heritage with more local businesses
- More busses to ride (arrow pointing to this that says “turnouts too”)
- Next to the arrow on busses ^ says “Make crossing it North-South easier and safer now
- Broadway needs a project, but what kind? I want to see this road redesigned to put the
safety and comfort of our most vulnerable roadway users first. Build improvements for
people not cars! It’s people that come into and support businesses-not cars. More people
would come by foot or by bike and transit if it was a more convenient and comfortable
option.
- Maintain and improve property values of adjoining neighborhoods including El Canto, etc.
- Broadway can become a vital extension of downtown and the U of A if it remains sensitive
to the unique historic context and it encourages the economic development of small local
businesses along the corridor.
- Make sure Broadway improves as a destination, not just a roadway to somewhere else!
- Make my commute safe whether I drive, bike or bus!
- Unique historic area/still a real neighborhood and a sense of place
- I suggest a road diet! Lets move people not vehicles!
- Broadway from Country Club to downtown is busy, at least in the rush hour. Future
growth is not to the East; it is to the north and to a lesser extent south.
- That is move traffic but not a through adding more lanes for cars but by better traffic
engineering more transit bike lanes and sidewalks beautify it as well.
- Walk able Broadway- inviting to stroll- easy to cross-easy to shop and access businesses
- Sense of place/Save our businesses and historic buildings
- Elegant is a great description
- Please consider future maintenance and better pay an bit more up front (not lowest
bidder) and get excellent quality materials which should delay any maintenance due to
pot holes, etc. Which save their own cost in traffic delays, business impacts, etc. Looking
forward to a great job! Best wishes to all?
- Elegant, Historic (Still possible)
- Too much asphalt

-

Create a better entry way to downtown that is!
Elegant historic and safe (Written next to the above comment)^
(arrow next to the above that said and clean up the brownfields) ^
To become a destination for people to shop, eat, meet, congregate. To be a vibrant urban
place NOT a traffic corridor to thoroughly move people through.

